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CASE STUDY

Search Berg helped Doors 22 reel in an active 
audience through an optimized website and credible 
backlinks. They saw a massive improvement of 26.67 

percent in the overall organic traffic generated to their 
website in just one month!
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Introducing 
Doors 22
Doors 22 is a manufacturer of glass sliding doors and glass office partitions for offices 
and other commercial properties. They specialize in combining German engineering 
with Italian designs and styles to build safe glass doors that work seamlessly and 
enhance the look of the room. 
 
The company has a range of aviation engineers and qualified designers that have 
experience of over 25 years. They invented the ultimate gliding technology to improve 
the structure of sliding doors. As a result, their products look sleek, modern, and make 
no sliding sounds.

Some of their other best-selling products for residential and commercial uses include: 

Glass Closet Doors
Home Office Partitions
L-Shape Office Dividers

Co-Working Space
Cubicles
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Identifying A Few Key 
Challenges
Doors 22 had an SEO strategy in place to reach out to its target audience and promote 
its new gliding technology. Their gliding technology is their unique selling point, which 
would generate traffic to their website and ultimately improve sales. 

But their current SEO strategy failed to yield promising results and put Doors 22 on the 
map. Despite all their digital marketing efforts, Doors 22 was struggling to attract 
customers. They feared that their products would go unnoticed without a compelling 
online presence to increase the footfall at their doorstep
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Doors 22 wanted to cultivate a compelling online presence by increasing awareness 
about its unique technology and products. 

They needed a combination of SEO, website optimization strategies, and link building 
services to improve their ranking on Google and convert their leads into profitable 
outcomes.

A More Promising 
Strategy For Online Success
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A Strategy That Focused On
The End Game
When you can’t get the results you’re looking for, start from scratch. We critically 
analyzed and assessed their current SEO campaign. We identified the shortcomings and 
re-focused the elements that would effectively reel in the intended audience, improve 
engagement, and drive quantifiable results. 

Our primary focus was using white-hat link building services to help Doors 22 climb up 
on Google’s SERPs and be recognized as an industry leader. Our SEO efforts comprised: 
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Website optimization with keyword-rich content
A strategic and well-planned link building strategy 
Google My BusinessT optimization to drive more traffic to the website.

Did our SEO efforts deliver results? 
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We’ll Let The Results Do
The Talking…
Our SEO and link building strategy generated quality results and increased their 
ranking almost immediately.

Doors 22 was ranking on the first few pages of Google within a month of launching 
the campaign! 

From having no online presence to ranking as number one for two industry-rele-
vant keywords was a tremendous leap for the client’s website.

Additionally, our reports showed that Doors 22 ranked on the first page of Google’s 
SERPs for 16 other keywords
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Where Do The 
Keywords Stand Now ?
The table shows some of these keywords, their ranking before Doors 22 came to us, 
and their ranking after we employed our SEO and link building strategies.

Table 1: Keywords and rankings for Eden Massage Therapy

S. No. Keywords Rank Before
SEO

Rank After
SEO

01 frosted glass Loft Systems N/A

N/A

22

11

9

N/A

N/A

22

11

9

Clear Glass Loft Systems

residential loft systems

clear smoked glass divider

glass room dividers Florida

02

03

04

05
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Keyword Rankings As Seen
On Google’s SERPs  
Here’s a quick peek at how the high ranking keywords appear on Google’s search 
results…
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The core of our SEO campaign was to launch a link building strategy that increased 
Doors 22’s domain authority. Each landing page was now optimized and free of 
low-quality backlinks.

This improved their brand image for potential customers and helped Doors 22 attract 
more qualified leads and better conversions. 

Boosting Organic Traffic 
Through Website Optimization
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Users

26.67%
95 vs 75

New Users Sessions

22.22%
88 vs 72

46.85%
163 vs 111

Figure 1: Organic traffic diverted to the website for Doors 22 
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Building A Credible 
Social Profile 
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Our strategy also involved creating a compelling social profile for Doors 22 using 
quality backlinks. This improved their brand visibility and overall customer reach that 
ultimately led to better audience engagement. 

The result?—our black linking efforts established Doors 22 as a local industry leader.

Figure 2: Doors 22 website appears on the first position on Google 
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We used high-powered and credible links to help Doors 22 climb SERPs, particularly for 
local searches. By optimizing Google My Business listings, we paved the way for more 
sales and better revenue generation opportunities for the client.

As seen in Figure 3, the number of users visiting the client’s website increased s
ubstantially when Search Berg took over!

Google My Business Insights
For Doors 22
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Figure 3: Number of users visiting the client’s website through Google My Business listings 
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Did Customers Engage 
With The Website?
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Google My Business listings also helped potential consumers find the client’s website 
much more easily. 

Figure 4 shows that the client received 12 visits in just a month of deploying our link 
building strategy. 

Figure 4: Customer ac on through Google My Business lis ngs 
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Check Out Some Of 
Our Work!
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https://www.google.com.pk/search?q=Doors22&ludocid=3350851763088216323&lpsid=3054672347902681802&source=sh/x/localposts&lsig=AB86z5VBdDg1_PyuyXBj5VNc3E0k#lpstate=pid:3054672347902681802
https://www.google.com.pk/search?q=Doors22&ludocid=3350851763088216323&lpsid=6009492618679775814&source=sh/x/localposts&lsig=AB86z5VBdDg1_PyuyXBj5VNc3E0k#lpstate=pid:6009492618679775814
https://www.google.com.pk/search?q=Doors22&ludocid=3350851763088216323&lpsid=3124549046867466577&source=sh/x/localposts&lsig=AB86z5VBdDg1_PyuyXBj5VNc3E0k#lpstate=pid:3124549046867466577
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Our partnership with Doors 22 proved to be fruitful. Search Berg helped the client 
increase organic traffic to their website, build a better online reputation, and establish 
themselves as an authority in their industry with quality backlinks. Compared to their 
previous SEO strategy that was holding them back from reaching their true potential, 
Doors 22 now enjoys higher website metrics and 
SEO scores.

Search Berg provides effective SEO solutions to businesses spread across all 
industries. We guarantee results by improving your overall online marketing strategy.

Ready to get started? Give our SEO specialists a call!

Dominate SERPs With Search
Berg’s Help!

https://www.searchberg.com/

